ABUS WIRELESS VIDEO INTERCOM SET
ID: LSC TVAC80020
RRP $478.40 Set cost
Overview
The ABUS TVAC80020 video intercom consists of a door station
including a video camera and a 3.5" monitor, both connected
wirelessly. What could be easier?
This intercom is a simple solution for making your
front door safer and more convenient. You can see
who is at the door, speak with the person, and then
operate the electric door release to let them in (if
installed).
This spares you unpleasant surprises and unwanted
guests. The ABUS wireless intercom will also record who has called by while you are
away. Video is stored to an SD card for easy viewing on the wireless monitor or PC.
Operation in few easy steps
1. Pressing the doorbell activates the portable monitor (live screen and
recording)
2. You can view the video image on the monitor then talk to the caller
3. You can open the door by simply pressing a button on the monitor
4. The image is recorded automatically for viewing at a later stage
The door station should be mounted in a protected outdoor area (protection class
IP55) and can be connected to existing cables (doorbell, door lock) if required. This
makes the door station optimal for retrofitting existing buildings. The monitor
operates on batteries and can be used anywhere within the wireless range.
In addition to the door station and monitor, the scope of delivery includes everything
you need for retrofitting a house or apartment. Including power supply units, cable
leads, screws, wall plugs, and screwdriver.
Features


Wireless video door intercom including camera and monitor



Door station for a sheltered outdoor area (IP55)



IR camera for day / night operation with 640 x 480 VGA resolution



Portable 3.5" TFT monitor



Doorbell starts live screen and recording (to SD card)



Pressing the button on the monitor switches the door release



Audio function for intercom



Digitally encrypted audio and video transmission



SD card NOT included

